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Abstract: Following environmental concerns and the rapid digitalization of our society, we are
currently experiencing an extensive electrification and industrial revolution. High numbers of electric
machines thus need to be assembled for varying applications, including vehicle propulsion and
renewable energy conversion. Cable winding is an alternative stator winding technology for electric
machines that has been utilized for such applications, so far in smaller series or in prototype machines.
The presented work introduces the first concept for automated stator cable winding of rotating electric
machines. This concept could enable higher production volumes of cable wound machines and
a unique flexibility in handling different machines, in line with Industry 4.0. Robotized stator cable
winding is evaluated here for five very different rotating machine designs, through simulations
and analytical extrapolation of previous experimental winding results. Potential cycle time and
assembly cost savings are indicated compared to manual and lower volume conventional automation,
while it is not possible to compete in the present form with existing very high-volume conventional
winding automation for smaller machines. Future experimental work is pointed out on handling
larger winding cables and special machine designs, and on increased robustness and optimization.

Keywords: cable winding; stator assembly; rotating electric machine; flexible automation; Industry 4.0;
industrial robot

1. Introduction

A thorough transition of our society is required to increase our global environmental
and ecological sustainability and fulfil the related global sustainability goals defined by
the United Nations [1–3]. This includes increased efforts towards more renewables, higher
energy efficiency and cleaner transports, all pointing towards an increased use of different
electric machines. Thus, a thorough adaptation of the manufacturing industry is required
as well, with the present electrification of vehicle propulsion systems and increase in
distributed renewable electric generation systems as clear examples [4,5]. At the same time,
we are rapidly entering a new manufacturing era. Digitalization, connectivity, flexibility,
and further increased automation are all important aspects of what is referred to as Industry
4.0 [6–8]. Managed wisely, this industrial revolution can provide new opportunities for
sustainability [9]. Hence, we get into a situation where we need to produce electric machines
in larger and more varying series using modern production methods [10].

Conventional electric machines are typically wound with strands of induction wire
(smaller machines) or rectangular inductor bars (larger machines). Beyond assembling
the winding into the stator, additional pre-forming, insulation, fixation and connection
are typically required. Stator winding automation for conventional small and medium
sized electric machines is well established [11–14] and continuously developed with a focus
on efficiency [15–19], flexibility [20–22] and intelligent manufacturing [23–25], while it is
little implemented for larger machines [26–28]. Examples of recent work focus on additive
manufacturing [29,30], hairpin windings [31,32] and sprayed phase insulation [33]. The
rapidly increasing use of electric vehicles is clearly pushing the development [34].

An alternative electric machine design, with a cable wound stator, was developed
and introduced by ABB around the year 2000 [35,36]. Cable winding has so far been
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implemented for different machines in smaller volumes or prototypes, including generators
for hydropower [37], wind energy [38–40], wave power [41] and hydrokinetic energy [42],
and motors for offshore installations [43] and all electric vehicle propulsion systems [44,45].
The main potential advantages compared to conventional machine designs are higher
efficiency and durability, together with fewer assembly steps since the windings are formed
and fixated with pre-insulated cables that are fed through the stator. However, the time
consuming, labor intense and tiresome manual stator winding process has been a bottleneck
for producing cable wound electric machines in a larger series.

In previous work at Uppsala University (UU), the first concept for robotized stator
cable winding has been introduced, developed and validated [27,46,47]. The concept has
been demonstrated as fully automated in full scale with linear stators for wave energy
converter generators; see Figure 1. This includes different linear stator designs, sizes and
winding patterns within the same equipment and different cable dimensions with only
tools changing. Hence, high flexibility has already been achieved and the fully developed
concept would enable large scale manufacturing of linear cable wound machines.
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Figure 1. Robotized stator cable winding validated in full scale on a linear wave energy converter
generator stator at UU in 2017, photo from [27].

Robotized stator cable winding uses articulated industrial robots, working in pair(s) to
push and pull the winding cable through slot holes in the stator. The robots are equipped
with special cable feeder tools [48], making it possible to fetch, guide, grab, direct, feed and
drop the winding cable with high precision and reliability. A tube-shaped cable guiding
system makes it possible to work close to the stator sides, and a push handle is used
to hold and push down the end windings. During a complete winding process [27], the
position and orientation of the stator section to be wound is first measured in a special Work
Object Coordinate System (WOCS) positional calibration procedure using proximity sensors
mounted on the cable feeder tools [49]. Winding cable is delivered from an automated
cable drum feeder equipment where the cable end is automatically formed to a tip—to
facilitate winding—and cut to the required lengths [50]. Winding is performed with the
cable being directed into and pushed through a slot hole in the stator section by one robot
and received on the other side by the other robot in the pair. The first robot can now drop
the cable and hold down the end winding while being pulled. Hereby, the cable is pulled
through one slot hole at the time and the remaining cable is fed out on the floor. After
the end winding is pulled, the second robot moves along the cable and feeds the cable
backwards through the tool—again out on the floor—to find the cable end. The process is
then repeated as the second robot is positioned towards the next slot hole to wind, until the
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complete cable is wound. Finally, the end windings are pushed down and the next winding
cable is wound, until the stator winding is completed. If two winding robot pairs are used,
the winding is performed from the middle of each cable and in opposite directions towards
the ends of the stator section by the two robot pairs. The only manual intervention required
is to initiate the winding process using an extensive Graphical User Interface (GUI)—from
where the desired winding pattern is defined, the process is supervised, and equipment
service is performed—implemented on a touch screen, replace empty winding cable drums
and connect the winding cables after the automated process.

The possibility to transfer robot cable winding also to rotating electric machines—in
other words to implement the robot winding concept on round stators—has been briefly
mentioned in earlier work but not investigated in detail. It would nevertheless provide
a unique product flexibility to the winding automation concept, clearly in line with the new
manufacturing era. While the task is similar to winding a linear machine, a few aspects
deriving from the round stator design need particular consideration. This includes robot
reach with large diameter stators, adaptive tool orientation, robot positioning generation
and offset in polar coordinates, and flexibility to handle different round stator designs.

This paper investigates the general and conceptual potential for robotized stator
cable winding of rotating electric machines through analysing a representative selection of
reference machine designs. Specific challenges with round stators as well as critical electric
machine design aspects are addressed in detail. Robot winding is also compared both to
manual winding and to conventional winding automation regarding potential assembly
cycle times and costs. The ambition is to take a first step towards robot cable winding for
rotating machines and define the path for future research within the field. In Section 2,
five different round reference stator designs are presented together with the method used
for validation and evaluation. Section 3 presents the results from this evaluation, the results
are discussed in Section 4 and conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

Evaluating the potential of robot cable winding in detail is best done using realistic
applications. Since cable winding can be used for very different rotating electric machines,
the presented work was based on two reference machine sizes. The potential for robotized
stator cable winding was evaluated through robot winding simulations and extrapolation
of previous experimental results for three different robot winding development scenarios.
It was also compared to manual winding and conventional winding automation where
applicable in terms of cycle times and assembly costs.

Adapting the robot cable winding process to rotating machines will require some
scaling and minor modifications to the process equipment. However, the same principal
equipment design as for linear stators could still be used. Since this equipment has been
experimentally validated in earlier work, the most critical initial development steps for
adjusting to rotating machines are to identify necessary adjustments to the winding process
and to evaluate robot positioning against round stators.

2.1. Stator Reference Design 1

An interesting application for cable wound electric machines is generators for renew-
able energy conversion. These machines are typically medium to large sized, depending
on the application. The largest machines, such as generators used for hydropower, are
produced in very limited numbers and use very large winding cables. It is therefore rele-
vant and feasible to investigate robot winding of medium–large-sized machines intended
for higher numbers applications, such as generators for wind and hydrokinetic energy.
A 225 kW cable wound prototype wind energy generator developed at UU [39] was chosen
as the first sub design of medium large machines to investigate. Since commercial wind
energy turbines are rated several MWs today, a 1.5 MW cable wound wind energy generator
from the Swedish company Vertical Wind AB was also evaluated. Due to the large size,
the stator of this generator was divided into three 120◦ sections in manual assembly. To
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cover a wider range of stator designs and machine applications, the stator from a cable
wound prototype hydrokinetic energy generator developed at UU [42] was evaluated as
well. The three sub designs of medium-large rotating machine stators are hereafter referred
to as Stator reference designs 1a–c (S1a–c); see Figure 2. Table 1 presents geometric stator
characteristics that are relevant for the robot winding evaluation of S1a–c.
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Figure 2. The renewable energy conversion generators used as examples of a medium–large rotating
cable wound electric machine in this paper: The wind energy generator S1a (left), photo from [39],
a stator section from wind energy generator S1b (middle), photo from Vertical Wind AB, and the
hydrokinetic energy generator S1c (right), photo from [42].

Table 1. Geometric and winding characteristics for S1a–c.

Parameter S1a S1b S1c

inner diameter 2054 mm 4500 mm 1635 mm
outer diameter 2367 mm 4800 mm 1800 mm

slot length 848 mm 1840 mm 197 mm
end winding 320 mm 300 mm 50 mm

slots 270 225 420
feeds per slot 6 6 6

electric phases 3 3 3
cables per phase 6 18 6
winding pattern wave wave wave
cable diameter 13.6 mm 25 mm 7.2 mm
stator sections 1 3 1

manual winding 160 h 120 h 30 h
winding personnel 5 2 2

floor space 1 45 m2 60 m2 30 m2

1 Rough estimations for the assembly cost analysis in this work only, per manual winding station.

2.2. Stator Reference Design 2

Considering the rapid transition to all electric vehicles and that electric machines in
corresponding sizes are used in many industrial applications, it was decided to evaluate
robotized stator cable winding also for such smaller machines. A 6.2 kW cable wound
vehicle propulsion motor prototype developed at UU [45] was chosen as the first sub design
of smaller machines to investigate. The chosen stator design use double concentrated
windings in open slots, which is a new challenge for robotized cable winding. A stator
design with distributed winding and separate slot holes is however possible and has
also been developed at UU [44], so a variant of this design is therefore evaluated as well.
Smaller electric machines are not designed with cable winding and hence not investigated
here. The two sub designs of smaller rotating machine stators are hereafter referred to
as Stator reference designs 2a–b (S2a–b); see Figure 3. Table 2 presents geometric stator
characteristics that are relevant for the robot winding evaluation of S2a–b.
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Figure 3. The electric vehicle propulsion motors developed at UU and used as examples of smaller
rotating cable wound electric machine in this paper: The vehicle propulsion motor S2a (left), photo
from [45], and the vehicle propulsion motor S2b (right).

Table 2. Geometric and winding characteristics for S2a–b.

Parameter S2a S2b

inner diameter 154 mm 120 mm
outer diameter 270 mm 260 mm

slot length 130 mm 118 mm
end winding 130 mm 1 200 mm

slots 12 30
feeds per slot 20 8

electric phases 3 3
cables per phase 2 10
winding pattern concentrated distributed
cable diameter 6.2 mm 4.7 mm
stator sections 1 1

manual winding 6 h 10 h
winding personnel 2 2

floor space 2 10 m2 10 m2

1 Include winding through the rotor end plates and bearings. 2 Rough estimations for the assembly cost analysis
in this work only, per manual winding station.

2.3. Robot Winding Simulations

Stator cable winding puts high demands on positioning and orientation freedom for
equipment to be used during an automated process. A six-joint articulated industrial
robot manipulator—such as the ones used in the robot winding—provide full 6-Degrees-
of-Freeedom motion freedom with relatively large reach and high positioning accuracy.
Nevertheless, the motion freedom can still be partly limited within the manipulator work
envelope, due to joint configuration constraints close to mechanical singularities, joint limits
and the maximum reach. The model and placement of the winding robots in relation to
other equipment and the stator are therefore crucial and positioning against the stator must
be evaluated with all required orientations. When positioning between different slot holes
and adjusting to different winding patterns on a linear stator, simple positioning offset in
Cartesian coordinates with consistent orientation is sufficient. With a rotating machine
design on the other hand, higher motion freedom is however required as the orientation
now needs to be adjusted relative to the stator curvature. This can be facilitated by shifting
from Cartesian to polar coordinates when defining robot motions, but also require a larger
robot reach and more consideration of joint configurations. As in the previous work,
industrial robot manipulators and controllers from ABB Robotics were used.

To evaluate manipulator model choice, placement, reach and positioning for the
winding of rotating machines, all stator reference designs were conceptually modelled and
imported as 3D-geometries to the industrial robot simulation and offline programming
software ABB Robotstudio. The robot cable feeder tools and cable preparation equipment
from [27] were reused, while new industrial robot systems were selected, and the robot cell
layout was reworked to investigate if sufficient motion freedom could be achieved.
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A Matlab script was used to facilitate the generation of robot targets relative to all stator
reference designs. By parameterizing the script programming relative to a round stator
geometry and using polar coordinates, new stator designs could easily be implemented.
Robot targets were then automatically generated by translating the stator slot hole positions
to Cartesian coordinates, as is used in the robot controller. Key robot targets were then
imported to ABB Robotstudio for the robot winding simulation and detailed evaluation.

2.4. Winding Scenarios and Cycle Time Analysis

Estimations on the process cycle time for robotized stator cable winding were achieved
by combining detailed cycle time results from previous winding experiments [27] with
the geometric and winding characteristics of S1–2. The cycle times were divided into
feeding time, other time and WOCS time for consistency with the previous work. Feeding
time included all process time where the cable feed velocity was the limiting factor and
WOCS time included stator positional calibration and robot cell initiation/resetting. The
remaining other time mainly consisted of robot positioning and tooling operation. Three
different development levels for the robot winding concept, hereafter referred to as Winding
development scenarios 0–2 (W0–2), were used for the evaluation:

• W0—a validated winding scenario;
• W1—a developed winding scenario;
• W2—a further developed winding scenario.

The W0 scenario corresponds to the validated PR scenario from [27], but with a separate
cable preparation robot. Experimentally validated cable feed velocity—0.7 m/s—and other
process time estimations were used here. The W1 scenario was similar to the D2 scenario
from [27]. Here, the cable feed velocity was increased to 0.9 m/s and a 40% reduction of
the experimental other process time was assumed. In the W2 scenario—more comparable
to the D3 scenario from [27]—the cable feed velocity and the other process experimental
time reduction were further increased to 1.4 m/s and 50%. The need to hold down the
end windings while being pulled was also neglected in this scenario. For all investigated
scenarios, the winding robots were assumed to wind cable into the stator continuously, the
drum feed velocity was assumed to be equal to the robot cable feed velocity and pushing
down the end windings after being pulled was neglected.

The robot’s other process time was estimated from the previous winding experiments
to 54 s per slot hole, with 20 s of this for holding down the end windings while being pulled.
To estimate the cable feeding process time, an average cable feed distance per slot hole
was calculated. This included first feeding the cable through a stator slot hole and then
finding the cable end by feeding the pulled cable back again through the cable feeder tool.
An extra cable length of 2 m for both connecting ends was required for the robot handling.
The WOCS process time was estimated to 5 min per stator section for all stator designs.

2.5. Economical Analysis

The output and cycle time results for the derived robotized stator winding solutions
for S1–2 in this work were compared to the manual winding process data presented in
Tables 1 and 2 and to conventional winding automation where applicable. Two different
economical production scenarios, hereafter referred to as Production scenarios 1–2 (P1–2),
were used for the assembly cost estimations:

• P1—a low salary production scenario;
• P2—a high salary production scenario.

Since cable wound machines have not been produced in high volumes and larger
machines are mainly assembled manually, it is not straightforward to compare robotized
cable winding to other winding automations. However, commercial automated winding
solutions for high series production of conventional electric vehicle motors are common,
and has been investigated and exemplified in [4]. These solutions include both coil winding
and impregnation assembly lines, and can be compared to the derived robot winding
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solutions for S2. A production situation with 1,000,000 stators per year, 6000 h production
time per year, five years depreciation time and 3.5 EUR/h operator wage is used in this
reference study. Those parameters are used here in the P1 scenario. The faster lines have
complete winding cycle times of 2–3 min per stator with 1–5 operators, and the investment
cost is about 4,000,000 EUR. An alternative simpler and less automated solution for coil
winding only with cycle time 15 min, ten operators and investment cost about 90,000 EUR
is also presented. Floor space, power consumption, discount rate and rest value were not
specified or used in the referred work.

The P2 scenario was consistent with the economical evaluation of robotized and
manual stator cable winding of the linear UU wave energy stators in precious work [27]. The
parameters used here were: five years depreciation time, 4% discount rate, 25% investment
rest value, 20 EUR/h manual personnel cost, 30 EUR/h robot operator personnel cost,
0.1 EUR/m2/h floor space cost and 0.1 EUR/kWh electricity cost.

The collected production data and results were used in an economic analysis with the
parameters from P1–2. Assembly costs relative to robotized winding were estimated for
manual winding of S1–2 with P1-2 and for conventional winding automation of S2 with P1.
The production pace was adjusted to 1000 stators per year for S1 and to 25,000 stators/year
for S2 when compared to manual winding. Investment and maintenance costs for the
developed robot cells were consistent with previous work [27] for S2, while extra height
was taken for more expensive robots and equipment with S1. New estimations on the
electrical power consumption were made for the robot cells, based on data from the robot
and equipment manufacturers and with guidance from research in the field [51].

3. Results

The main results from the present work are the robot winding process validation
followed by suggested robot cell layouts, analytical winding cycle time estimations and
assembly cost comparisons to manual and conventional stator winding.

3.1. The Winding Process

By analyzing the previous robotized stator cable winding process developed for linear
stators [27], the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and robot controller sub-procedures
being most critical to adjust for the winding of rotating machines were identified; see
Figure 4. Those identified procedures can be sorted into three groups: winding parameter
generation, robot positioning and WOCS calibration.

Winding parameter generation includes the parameterization of different winding
patterns and stator designs in the PLC process controller and the definition of specific robot
targets for the automated winding process in the robot controllers. In the present work,
the winding parameter generation was demonstrated through automatic generation of key
robot targets in the developed Matlab-script and validated through direct implementation
in ABB Robotstudio for the simulations presented below.

Robot positioning includes four different types of robot controller sub-procedures:
against a slot hole to be wound, to drop the winding cable, to find the cable end and to hold
or push down end windings. All such positioning must be defined based on well thought
out assembly motions. In particular, cable twisting must be avoided as the cable is wound
between different slot holes and the gravity force acting on the cable must be considered.
This requires different measures depending on the stator design and winding pattern, as
explained in detail below. After several iterations with different robot models and place-
ments, optimized robot cell layouts were derived for S1–2 respectively. Simulations in ABB
Robotstudio validated that sufficient reach could be achieved for the winding procedure
relative all stators. For S1, the robots were placed on pedestals to provide sufficient reach
without physically interfering with the winding process. It was, however, not always
straightforward to find suitable robot models and placements, especially, for the common
full flexibility robot cell layout for all S1–2 utilized, the manipulator reaches close to its
maximum. Holding and pushing down the end windings was more complex compared to
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linear stators and could not be evaluated in detail without physical experiments, due to the
cable deformability. Simulation validations were performed for numerous robot targets
along the full stators, and a general process illustration is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Graphical illustrations of the simulated robotized stator cable winding process with S2c,
with winding robot pair one (RP1) to the left and winding robot pair two (RP2) to the right. The
process is repeated until the full stator is wound. Note that the cable positioning is only from process
illustration. (A) The lower robot in RP1 fetches a prepared cable from the drum, and RP2 is positioned
to start feeding through a new slot hole. (B) RP1 is positioned to start feeding through a new slot
hole and RP2 has started to feed cable. (C) RP1 has started to feed cable and the lower robot in RP2 is
pulling the end winding as the upper robot has dropped the cable. (D) RP1 has fed most of the cable,
and the lower robot in RP2 is finding the cable end by feeding the cable backwards out on the floor.
(E) The lower robot in RP1 has dropped the cable as it is cut off at the drum, and RP2 is positioned to
feed through a new slot hole. (F) The upper robot in RP1 is finding the cable by feeding the cable
backwards out on the floor end and RP2 has started to feed the cable.

The WOCS positional calibration method with robot-held proximity sensors would
need to be adjusted to the round stator design without straight edges to measure against.
Shifting to a machine vision system for the positional calibration measurements would,
however, likely be a faster, more cost-effective and more robust approach.

3.2. Stator Reference Design 1

This section presents the results for robot winding of the larger rotating cable wound
machines, exemplified with the wind energy and hydrokinetic energy generators presented
in Section 2.1.

3.2.1. Robot Cell Design

A common robot cell design with four winding robots and one cable preparation robot
was developed and simulated for all three larger rotating machines S1a–c; see Figure 6. To
achieve sufficient reach relative the different stators, ABB IRB 6650S industrial robots with
3.90 m reach and 90 kg payload capacity were used and placed on 1.2 m high pedestals
for the winding. An ABB IRB 4600 industrial robot with 2.05 m reach and 60 kg payload
capacity was used for the cable preparation. The complete cell floor dimensions were
8.5 × 10.5 m. A 3.5 m wide light curtain supervised openings in the cell fence to allow stator
transportation through the cell and enable a smooth workflow. A smaller fence opening
allowed cable drum replacement from the outside. The complete robot cell investment
cost, including installation and commissioning, was estimated to be about 750,000 EUR.
It was estimated that one operator could both supervise the robot cell and perform the
following manual winding cables connection assembly step. The average electric power
consumption of the robot cell was roughly estimated to be 15 kW and the maintenance cost
to be 50,000 EUR/year.
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ing for the larger rotating wind energy machines indicated that robotized winding would 
be considerably less costly using the low salary P1 scenario, down about one eighth in 
cost. When compared to manual winding of the hydrokinetic energy machine on the other 
hand, robotized winding was indicated to be about 60% more costly for the developed 
winding scenarios. About 90% of the total winding assembly cost derived from the invest-
ment, and 1–5 robot cells were required to fulfil the desired production pace. 

Figure 6. Graphical illustrations from simulations of the robotized stator cable winding of the larger
rotating electric machine designs S1a (left), S1b (middle) and S1c (right).

Robot reach and placement in the cell were critical for achieving the desired positioning
against all slots on the stators, due to the large variation in stator dimensions. Smaller
robots and cell designs were possible for winding only S1a and S1c. It was necessary to
synchronize the work of the winding robot pairs—the second pair starting 90◦ after the
first pair with full round stators—to avoid robot collision and cable tangling. The winding
was performed in both directions, starting and ending at the bottom slots for S1a and S1c.
For S1b, the winding started at the bottom slot and ended at the ends of the stator section.
Robot positioning relative to the stator slots was performed with the cable feeder tools
directed radially from the inside or outside of the stator—with respect to the robot axis
configuration—to avoid cable twisting as the end windings were pulled, hence tool rotation
to vertical was required when dropping the cable; see Figure 7.
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3.2.2. Cycle Time Estimations

The winding cycle time was estimated to be about 13–30 h for the smaller prototype
wind energy generator stator, about 7–18 h for the larger wind energy generator stator—
that is, all three sections required for a full stator—and about 11–28 h for the hydrokinetic
energy generator stator; see Figure 8.

3.2.3. Assembly Cost Estimations

The rough economical comparison between manual and robotized stator cable winding
for the larger rotating wind energy machines indicated that robotized winding would be
considerably less costly using the low salary P1 scenario, down about one eighth in cost.
When compared to manual winding of the hydrokinetic energy machine on the other hand,
robotized winding was indicated to be about 60% more costly for the developed winding
scenarios. About 90% of the total winding assembly cost derived from the investment, and
1–5 robot cells were required to fulfil the desired production pace.

With the high salary P2 scenario, it was indicated that robotized winding would be
even less costly compared to manual winding for the larger wind energy machines, down to
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about one-eighteenth in cost. For the hydrokinetic machine, the cost for robotized winding
was indicated to be similar to manual winding in W1 and about 30% less costly in W2.

A summarized assembly cost comparison of manual stator cable winding relative to
the different robot stator cable winding development scenarios and for the two production
scenarios is presented in Figure 9.
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3.3. Stator Reference Design 2

This section presents the results for robot winding of the smaller rotating cable
wound machines, exemplified with the all-electric vehicle propulsion motors presented
in Section 2.2.

3.3.1. Robot Cell Design

A common robot cell design with two winding robots and one cable preparation robot
was developed and simulated for the two smaller rotating machines S2a–b; see Figure 10.
ABB IRB 4600 industrial robots with 2.05 m reach and 60 kg payload capacity were used
both as winding robots and for the cable preparation. The complete cell floor dimensions
were 3.5 × 6.0 m. A conveyor enabled a smooth workflow with stator transportation
through the cell. A smaller fence opening allowed cable drum replacement from the
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outside. The complete robot cell investment cost, including installation and commissioning,
was estimated to about 300,000 EUR. To increase the productivity, the robot cell could be
equipped with two winding robot pairs, winding one stator each simultaneously. This
extended cell would be about 5.0 × 6.5 m, and the investment cost was estimated to about
450,000 EUR. It was estimated that one operator could both supervise the robot cell and
perform the following manual winding cables connection assembly step. The average
electric power consumption of the robot cell was roughly estimated to be 10 kW and the
maintenance cost to be 35,000 EUR/year.
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concentrated windings and about 1–4 h for the vehicle motor stator with distributed wind-
ings; see Figure 12. 

Figure 10. Graphical illustrations from simulations of the robotized stator cable winding with one
smaller rotating electric machine designs S2a (left) and S2b (middle), and of the extended robot cell
for winding two S2 machines simultaneously (right).

Robot reach and placement in the cell were critical for achieving the desired positioning
against all slots on the stators, due to the full round stators being wound by a single robot
pair. The winding started and ended at the bottom slots. Robot positioning relative the
stator slots was performed with the cable feeder tools directed radially from the inside or
outside of S2a and radially perpendicular from above or below S2b—depending on the
winding pattern and with respect to the robot axis configuration—to avoid cable twisting
as the end windings were pulled; see Figure 11. Tool rotation to vertical was required when
dropping the cable.
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outside of S2a (left) and vertically perpendicular from above of S2b (right).

3.3.2. Cycle Time Estimations

The winding cycle time was estimated to about 2–5 h for the vehicle motor stator
with concentrated windings and about 1–4 h for the vehicle motor stator with distributed
windings; see Figure 12.
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3.3.3. Assembly Cost Estimations

The rough economical comparison between manual and robotized cable stator winding
for the smaller rotating machines indicated that robotized winding would be considerably
less costly using the low salary P1 scenario, down to about one fifth in cost. About 80% of
the total winding assembly cost derived from the investment and 3–10 robot cells were
required to fulfil the desired production pace of 25,000 stators/year. Compared to the very
high throughput automated winding assembly lines for conventional electric machines
from [4], it was indicated that robotized cable winding would be much more costly in
higher production volumes, at a minimum of about four times in cost. Compared to the
simpler lower throughput conventional assembly solution, it was however indicated that
robotized cable winding could be only 20% more costly. Fulfilling the high production pace
of 1,000,000 stators/year used in this reference would require about 120–150 robot cells.

With the high salary P2 scenario, it was indicated that robotized winding would be
even less costly compared to manual winding, down to about one eleventh in cost.

A summarized assembly cost comparison of manual stator cable winding and con-
ventional automated stator winding relative to the different robot stator cable winding
development scenarios and for the two production scenarios where applicable is presented
in Figure 13.
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winding, and Reference 3 is simpler lower throughput insert winding.
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3.4. Full Flexibility Robot Cell

To demonstrate the product flexibility of robotized stator cable winding, robot winding
positioning was simulated also for the S2 machines and a linear UU wave energy generator
stator—investigated in earlier work [27]—in the larger robot cell developed for S1 in this
work. With the smaller S2 machines, the winding robot pairs wound one stator each simul-
taneously, while the two robot pairs wound the linear stator together; see Figure 14. The
winding cycle times were consistent with the results presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2,
and in the earlier work. Furthermore, the GUI implemented on an operator process control
touch screen in the earlier work could easily be extended to cover all types of machines; see
Figure 15.
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4. Discussion

The presented study investigates the potential for robotized stator cable winding of
rotating electric machines. In the following subsections, this potential is discussed in detail.
Limitations and challenges to full scale implementation as well as stator design parameters
with particular importance for robot winding are also highlighted.
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4.1. Conceptual Potential

Robotized stator cable winding has been evaluated for rotating electric machines
through robot simulations, where reach and positioning with automated robot target
generation have been validated for winding of different stator designs. This is the first
proposed automated stator cable winding solution for rotating machines, a task that has
earlier only been performed manually. The proposed robot cell has been demonstrated to
provide unique potential in product flexibility compared to conventional stator winding
automation. The range of stator designs that could be wound in the same equipment—with
only change of tools for handling different cable dimensions—would range from linear to
round machines in very different dimensions, designs and with different winding patterns.
An automatic tool change system would enable fast and smooth readjustment between
different stator designs and ensure the high flexibility in practice with varying series.

While the presented robot cell designs were developed for high product flexibility, cus-
tomized robot cells for specific stator designs are possible as well. The robot cell dimensions
and cable preparation equipment could likely be further optimized with respect to floor
space and investment cost, in particular for uniform stator series. Combining this novel
winding flexibility with fully connected and synchronized equipment as well as integrated
data analysis through a sophisticated GUI in a fully automated and adaptive process, the
developed robot cells clearly align with the forefront in the present industrial revolution.

4.2. Cycle Time Potential

The presented winding cycle time results are clearly sensitive for the assumptions
made on further winding process developments. For larger and longer machines (S1a–b),
cable feeding is the most time-consuming, while, for thinner (S1c) and smaller machines
(S2a–b), robot positioning and tooling take up the most time. There are additional measures
that could be investigated to further reduce the winding cycle times—for example pulling
the cable through several slots at the same time as suggested in [46]—and additional
time optimizations could be possible in particular for the smaller S2 machines. Robotized
winding was estimated to be much faster than manual winding. It must however also be
kept in mind that the manual times are for prototype machines, so there is likely room for
improvements there as well. In particular, the presented manual winding times for S1a
are very long and could likely be significantly reduced in up-scaled production. However,
manual winding is still a repetitive, labor intense and exhausting task with an added risk for
very costly mistakes such as errors in the winding pattern or damage to the winding cable.

4.3. Assembly Cost Potential

Keeping in mind that the estimated robot cell investment costs are very rough, it has
been indicated through the presented work that robotized stator cable winding can be
considerably less costly compared to manual winding even with production volumes of
a few hundred S1 stators or a few thousand S2 stators per year, but more so for higher
volumes. For the S1c hydrokinetic energy conversion generator stator on the other hand,
manual winding was indicated to be significantly less expensive compared to robot winding
in the low salary P1 production scenario. This is due to a short manual winding time
estimation and time-consuming robot positioning with many but short slot holes.

A particularly interesting result was that the assembly cost for robot winding could be
in the same order of magnitude as simpler commercial winding assembly lines for conven-
tional vehicle propulsion motors. Robot cable winding would on the other hand not be
able to compete in the present form with commercial special automated assembly lines for
conventional vehicle propulsion motors with very high throughput. Very high production
volumes would moreover also require an unrealistic high number of robot cells. The high
salary P2 production scenario could not be used when comparing robot winding of the S2
machines to conventional winding automation, due to lack of data in the referred work [4].
This would, however, benefit robot winding over simpler existing conventional winding
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automation, so that robot winding could then possibly be significantly less expensive than
conventional winding automation.

4.4. Limitations and Challenges

It should be noted that a complete evaluation and comparison to conventional winding
must also include the costs for stator material and other assembly steps, as well as motor
efficiency, robustness and performance for the different stator design concepts. Additional
development work is also required to implement the robotized stator cable winding concept
in actual production, as outlined below.

The performed robot simulations did not include complete winding processes, due to
very long cycle times and to limited possibility to simulate equipment, sensor feedback and
cable handling. The latter instead need to be investigated through physical experiments, as
has previously been done for linear machines. No extra time was added to compensate
for productions stops or positioning synchronization between robot winding pairs in the
process cycle time estimations. It is clear that round stators require a higher freedom in tool
orientation compared to linear stators, and hence put higher demands on the robot reach.
Some adjustments to the cable guiding system and energy chain on the cable feeder tools
are therefore required.

The cable feeder tools also need to be adjusted for handling new cable dimensions. In
particular, the large cables used in S1b will be a new challenge due to their size, weight and
stiffness. This could also influence the choice of winding robot model, if higher process
forces are required. Cable feed velocities of up to 1.5 m/s have been verified in previous
work [48], but continuous winding experiments were limited to 0.7 m/s. Therefore, further
work is needed to ensure robustness and prevent damaging the cable insulation with
higher velocities. It is likely that smaller cable dimensions are more feasible for higher feed
velocities. Handling and feeding the large cables used in S1b could be considerably more
time consuming than for the other stator reference designs, and this must be considered
when interpreting the cycle time and assembly cost results.

An important challenge that remains from previous winding experiments, and could
be even more challenging with round stators, is how to handle long cable parts during the
winding. The previous approach to feed it out on the floor must be further experimentally
investigated and validated in terms of robustness. A cable parking, as suggested in [46],
might be needed for larger machines. Another remaining challenge is to ensure consistently
pulled end windings. It has previously been shown that the end winding quality much
depends on the winding pattern and on the type of winding cable, so new experimental
evaluations for the round stators are required.

4.5. General Stator Design Aspects

If the stator and winding design can be adjusted to facilitate robot winding, it could
benefit both the productivity and the robustness of the assembly process. There are some
important lessons to consider in particular. From robot winding experience with linear
stators, it has been concluded that pulling end windings between very close slots increases
the risk of cable kinking. Manual winding experience on the other hand has stressed that
handling and compact fixation of longer end windings in smaller stators for two-pole
motors is challenging and that more rotor poles—and thereby shorter end windings—are
favorable. Evaluation of the robot winding cycle times has pointed out that the number
of electric phases and cables per phase—in practice the cable lengths—has a large effect
on the cycle time results, with increased cycle times for fewer but longer cables. Manual
connection of the winding cables after the robot winding is, however, also time consuming.
Longer cables—as well as multiple cables that are wound together in fractional winding
patterns—are also more challenging to handle in robot winding.

The assembly procedure in the investigated robot winding concept is to feed the
winding cable through slot holes in the stator. Hence, the cable is directed into and guided
through the stator, and can be received at a precise position on the other side of the stator.
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Two of the investigated reference stator designs do, however, not have separate slot holes.
S1b has an open slot design where the winding cables are put down from above during
manual winding. When all cables are wound, the windings are fixed in the slots using
wedges. Robot winding with this procedure would require a redesigned robot cell and
need to be experimentally validated in terms of cable handling. With shorter cable parts to
handle, fewer winding robots and less cable preparation, there is, however, an interesting
potential to achieve shorter cycle times in a lower investment cost robot cell with this
winding method. S2a on the other hand have closed but large slots that are shared by
20 cables in a concentrated winding pattern design. Hence the cable must be fed unguided
through the slots and the cable end must be detected and adaptively received with precision
on the other side of the stator. It could be challenging to achieve precise winding loops in
those slots. Adjustments to the cable guiding system and implementation of 3D machine
vision sensors on the cable feeder tools are likely required for this stator design.

Finally, the stator support structure should be considered. It must both support the
stator during winding and allow transportation through the robot cell, without hindering
robot positioning over the stator sides during the winding. In the investigated robot
winding concept, winding is performed horizontally through laying stator sections. Manual
winding of S1a and S1c were, however, performed vertically, with the stators standing up.
Thus, either laying placement supports or adjusting to vertical robot winding is required
for those stators.

5. Conclusions

Robot positioning and reach for robotized stator cable winding have been evaluated
for different rotating electric machines. A potentially unique flexibility to wind stators in
very different dimensions, designs and winding patterns within the same robot cell has
been demonstrated through simulations. The highly connected, adaptive and interactive
robot cell design is clearly in line with the present industrial revolution. Fully developed
robotized stator cable winding for rotating electric machines could enable a broader use of
cable wound machines in applications such as electric vehicle propulsion and renewable
energy conversion.

Robot stator cable winding is estimated to be faster and less costly for most machines
in higher series compared to manual cable winding. It is also likely to provide a better work
environment and winding quality. It is indicated that the robot winding concept could
compete with simpler commercial assembly lines for conventional vehicle stators, but not
in its present form with special winding automation for conventional vehicle stators in
very high series.

A thorough evaluation with conventional winding automations should however also
consider the material costs, other assembly steps and the electric machine performance.
Further experimental work is also needed mainly on cable handling and robustness. Large
and long winding cables, open stator slot designs and complicated end windings could be
particular challenges.
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